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Although doping with alkali atoms is a powerful technique for introducing charge carriers into physical
systems, the resulting charge-transfer systems are generally not air stable. Here we describe computa-
tionally a strategy towards increasing the stability of alkali-doped materials that employs stoichiometrically
unbalanced salt crystals with excess cations (which could be deposited during, e.g., in situ gating) to
achieve doping levels similar to those attained by pure alkali metal doping. The crystalline interior of the
salt crystal acts as a template to stabilize the excess dopant atoms against oxidation and deintercalation,
which otherwise would be highly favorable. We characterize this doping method for graphene, NbSe2, and
Bi2Se3 and its effect on direct-to-indirect band gap transitions, 2D superconductivity, and thermoelectric
performance. Salt intercalation should be generally applicable to systems which can accommodate this
“ionic crystal” doping (and particularly favorable when geometrical packing constraints favor non-
stoichiometry).
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Charge-transfer doping from alkali metals to low-
dimensional materials—whether to quasi-0D fullerenes
[1–3], 1D nanotubes [4,5], 2D dichalcogenides [6,7],
graphene [8,31,33,34], or layered graphite [9,10]—can
introduce high carrier densities into systems with both
strong covalent bonding and relatively weak intermolecular
or intersheet interaction. In zero dimensions, the high
density of electronic states produced by weak intermo-
lecular overlap yields high superconducting transition
temperatures [11,12]. In 1D, doped carbon nanotubes
provide highly conductive channels [13]. Well-known
cases in higher dimensions include alkali-intercalated
graphite as electrodes for energy storage and lithium-
intercalated layered dichalcogenides as switchable phase-
change devices [14]. Unfortunately, all these systems suffer
from the air sensitivity of alkali metal; most must be studied
under inert atmospheres. We present a strategy to poten-
tially increase the stability of alkali-metal intercalants,
using nonstoichiometric salt with excess alkali instead
of pure alkali metals. The presence of the stoichiometric
salt “backbone” to which the excess alkali is attached
(Fig. 1 left panel) may improve the thermodynamic and
kinetic stability of the alkali metal against oxidation or
deintercalation [15,16], while preserving its ability to

donate electrons to an adjacent 2D sheet. We then show
how this same method of “salted intercalation” can decou-
ple various layered materials (e.g., NbSe2 and Bi2Se3) to
recover monolayerlike behavior in bulk systems.
For intercalation into bilayer graphene, we first focus on

potassium iodide (KI), since its (111) facet has a metal atom
areal density close to that of KC8 [17] (Fig. 1, right panel)
and since iodine is imaged relatively easily in transmission
electron microscopy [18]. We compare the stability of these
non-stoichiometric salt slabs exposing (111) surfaces with
many other possible intercalating phases with different

FIG. 1. (Left) The thermodynamic and kinetic stability of a
graphitic (or other 2D) system doped by intercalating alkali metal
can be modified by the presence of an adjacent “backbone” salt
crystal that templates the excess alkali or halogen atoms, as
shown by (right) the side view of a K3I2 system.
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crystal facets and terminations, including a (001) phase, a
stoichiometric (111) phase, and a honeycomb phase [19–
22] (see Fig. S1 in Supplemental Material [23]). The
rocksalt (111) planes alternate in alkali/halogen composi-
tion, so for an odd number of layers, e.g., Kn�1InCx (x is the
carbon stoichiometry of the graphene caps), there is a
stoichiometric excess of one alkali or halogen layer. The
5.00∶2.46 ≈ 2∶1 near commensuration between the in-
plane lattices of KI(111) and graphene allows for a small
2 × 2 grapheneþ 1 × 1 KI(111) supercell. For the other
incommensurate KI systems, we use 3 × 5

ffiffiffi
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p

grapheneþ
ffiffiffi

2
p

× 3
ffiffiffi

2
p

KI(001) and 7 × 7 grapheneþ 3 × 3 honey-
comb-KI. All supercell choices ensure residual in-plain
strains below 3%. See Supplemental Material [23] for
details on all density functional theory calculations and
supercell geometries.
KI.—We first assess the thermodynamic stability of

intercalated KI exposing (111) or (001) facets. We evaluate
thermodynamic stabilities from the formation energies
EKmInCx

− xμC −mμKI þ ðm − nÞμI per unit area, where
μKI and μC are the free energies per KI and C taken,
respectively, from the total energies of bulk KI and
graphene; μI is the iodine chemical potential. All
μI-dependent formation energies are plotted in the left
panel of Fig. 2, while the μI-independent ones (m ¼ n) in
the right panel are plotted as a function of layer thickness.
The latter include stoichiometric KnIn slabs exposing (001)
facets in blue, and KnIn exposing (111) facets in red. All
structures are capped with graphene on both sides unless
their names are prefaced with “bare.” The K- and I-rich

limits are determined by setting μI ¼ EI2=2 and μI ¼ μKI −
Ebulk-K and are indicated by black vertical arrows. Doing so
assumes equilibrium with bulk KI, and that μK and μI are
constrained by their sum μK þ μI ¼ μKI.
For the majority of the allowed μI (between −4.1 and

−1.9 eV), the stoichiometric KnIn exposing the nonpolar
(001) facet is, not surprisingly, energetically favored
against any other phase, and can be further stabilized by
10 meV=Å2 through bilayer graphene encapsulation, as
shown by the two nearly flat blue curves in the right panel.
The same stabilization presumably drives intercalation of
alkali metal halide salts into carbon nanotubes [40,41]. The
nonstoichiometric Knþ1In (001) facet (blue solid line in left
panel, with one layer of K added to a (001) surface of K2I2)
is relatively unstable at any μI. For lower μI, the family of
Knþ1In (111) becomes preferred; its formation energies are
essentially the same (within 2 meV=Å2) for different n,
including n ¼ 0, as shown magnified in Fig. 2 inset for
K1I0 ¼ K, K4I3, and K7I6. The similar thermodynamic
stabilities with (n ¼ 0) or without salt backbones (n > 0) is
not surprising, since complete charge transfer to graphene
occurs as long as K is in excess. The band structures
and Fermi levels of a salt-intercalated K7I6C16 and
K-intercalated KC16 in Fig. 3(a) are nearly identical, with
Fermi levels∼1.2 eV above the Dirac point for all excess K
cases, except for the addition of halogen- and alkali-derived
bands below and above the Fermi energy in the slab case.
The calculated work function after K7I6 doping decreases
to 3.3 eV from the 4.4 eVof graphene, a trend similar to the
reported work function decrease to 2.7 and 2.8 eV in
nonstoichiometric NaCl and NaI intercalated graphite
systems [42], where the smaller work function is presum-
ably due to higher areal densities of excess Na.

FIG. 2. (Left) Formation energies for intercalated KI slabs with
(111) (red) or (001) (blue) terminations. Systems with excess K
and excess I are, respectively, plotted in solid and dashed lines.
(Right) Thickness dependent formation energies for three stoi-
chiometric KnIn phases—the cubic (111) phase in red, the (001)
phase in blue (with and without graphene caps), and the
honeycomb phase in black.

(a) (b)

FIG. 3. (a) Band structure of electron-doped graphene bilayers
(KC16 and K7I6C16). Fermi levels are set to zero. Colored bands
indicate projection of total wave function onto K (warm colors)
and C orbitals (blue), respectively. (b) The curves with points
show deintercalation energies for Knþ1In → KnInþ bulk metal K
per deintercalated K atom, where the KnIn end state is the cubic
(111) phase (red) or the honeycomb phase (black). Curves
without points are deintercalation energies for potassium oxide
end states.
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The similar stabilities regardless of salt backbones are
not problematic for the experimental realization of Knþ1In
because the above calculations assumed equilibration with
bulk KI: one can devise a system out of equilibrium where
KI dissolves and is transported towards KC8 where KI
recrystalizes, nucleating where there are already metal
atoms and forming Knþ1In. In fact, Refs. [42,43] introduced
a mixture of alkali metal and alkali halides (or oxides) to
achieve a “salted” intercalation, with a surprising lattice
match between graphite and the intercalants even for Na
salts, despite generating ∼7% strain. The paucity of
observations of stand-alone nonstoichiometric salt (i.e.,
without charge transfer to a nearby acceptor or donor) may
be attributed to the instability of this phase without
graphene encapsulation due to the not-fully ionized K
surface, as shown by the same-slope line in dark red for
bare K7I6.
To thoroughly investigate possible low-energy KI

phases, we discuss a final group of potential competing
phases before advancing to assess the air stability of
Knþ1In. Returning to the right panel of Fig. 2, we consider
stoichiometric KnIn (111) phases, where the energies of
the n ¼ 1–6 cases with and without graphene caps are
plotted in red. The lowest energies for each case are for
n ¼ 1 and are aligned with the left plot by red arrows.
These KnIn systems are strongly destabilized by the huge
out-of-plane dipole moment built up from the alternating K
and I planes [38]; the screening from the encapsulating
bilayer graphene partially relieves this instability but still
leaves this phase unfavorable in the entire μI range
considered. These interesting polar phases may be stabi-
lized in a vertical electric field. For sufficiently thin layers
(n < 9 [19]), the ground state of KnIn (111) becomes a
layered honeycomb structure (black in Fig. 2 right panel)
instead of cubic to reduce the vertical dipole moment. The
n ¼ 1 case is marked by a black arrow; this single-layer
honeycomb KI expands its in-plane lattice constant from
4.86 to 5.87 Å and becomes almost as stable as bare KI
(001) nonpolar surface (blue in Fig. 2 right panel). For
larger n, the energies of honeycomb and cubic (111) KnIn
crosses over, due to the smaller surface energy but larger
bulk energy for the honeycomb phase.
In view of the above analysis, three potential low-energy

phases of KI (111) are: for low μI, nonstoichiometric
Knþ1In; for intermediate μI, honeycomb KnIn for thinner
and cubic uncompensated KnIn for thicker salt layers. A
fourth phase dominating high μI, intercalated I3, is dis-
cussed in the Supplemental Material [23]. These four
KnIn phases are focused on below as the products of
deintercalation. The nonpolar (001) phase, although having
a μI-independent lowest energy, will be excluded in the
following discussion on deintercalation products of a
Knþ1In (111) since a thick KnIn (111) structure would
unlikely transform into KnIn (001) without undergoing
substantial deformation (with a high kinetic barrier) inside

bilayer graphene, whereas relaxing it into honeycomb KnIn
only requires overcoming a barrier of less than 0.1 eV [19].
Deintercalation.—The key quantity in characterizing air

stability is not stability with respect to bulk KI at a chosen
μI, but stability of an already-formed Knþ1In against
oxidized potassium. Deintercalation energetics are deter-
mined by the oxidation state of the deintercalated K. We
first examine Knþ1In → KnIn+ bulk metal K to inspect
general trends from the contribution of the salt “backbone”
to the kinetic stability against deintercalation and then
extend the results to potassium oxides.
As shown in Fig. 3(b), for both KnIn end states in the

honeycomb phase and cubic (111) phase (both still includ-
ing graphene caps), the per-atom energy penalty of dein-
tercalating K increases with increasing n due to the
increasing instability of KnIn. For the honeycomb case
(black), the deintercalation energy increases linearly due to
the linearly increasing bulk energy of honeycomb KnIn. For
the cubic KnIn case (red), the deintercalation energy
saturates at 2.1 eV due to graphene screening and charge
transfer from one interface to the other. The asymptote can
be alternatively obtained from another process (not involv-
ing any structures with dipoles) that converges faster with
n: Taking half the deintercalation energy of Knþ1In →
Kn−1In þ 2 K (red dashed line). Clearly, thicker layers of
nonstoichiometric Knþ1In would more strongly disfavor
deintercalation and oxidation. The red curve in Fig. 3(b) is
then vertically downshifted by μK in K2O, K2O2, and KO2

(μO taken from the energy of O2) to yield the deinterca-
lation penalties for these respective end states for K.
The K2O curve would be most relevant since it is the
earliest state that the oxidation process has to pass through;
it is downshifted relative to the top curve for K by
1
2
EK2O − 1

4
EO2

− EK ¼ −1.7 eV, where the deintercalation
energies are −1.5 and 0.5 eV for n ¼ 0 and the large n
asymptote, respectively. Thus the presence of a salt back-
bone increases the deintercalation energy (into K2O) by
2.0 eV per K atom. This increased stability can be further
enhanced by tuning thermochemical parameters, e.g., a
higher system temperature would decrease the free energy
of gas-phase O2 and may thus disfavor oxidation, a well-
known trend in extractive metallurgy [44], although here
one must also factor in entropic contributions towards
possible alkali volatilization. The excess iodine case (see
Supplemental Material [23]) shows a similar trend of
increasing stability with thicker salt slabs, with an asymp-
tote of 0.9 eV.
Discussion.—The intercalant stabilization strategy pro-

posed above should be generalizable to other interfaces
[45,46], since it essentially relies on the increased energy
penalty of extracting the species in excess (e.g., K) from the
opposite-charge species (I). This strategy is to some extent
a crystalline solid-state analog of ionic liquid gating, at
what is likely the ultimate limit in the areal density of ionic
excess, locked into a crystalline lattice structure. A carbon
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nanotube interior may be especially amenable to non-
stoichiometric salt due to geometrical packing constraints,
particularly if deposited with the nanotube held under
electrical bias.
More broadly, salted intercalation should be agnostic to

the layered material being doped, so long as its work
function or electron affinity is sufficiently large (if alkali
metal is in excess). Particularly interesting are layered
materials where salted intercalation may yield a bulk phase
with properties that are generally considered unique to
monolayers, as the constituent layers are decoupled by the
intervening salt slabs. For example, producing a MoS2-like
direct gap in a bulk layered phase, preserving Ising pairing
in bulk NbSe2, and potentially increasing the thermoelec-
tric figure of merit in Bi2Se3. Similar to our analysis of salt-
intercalated graphene, we first establish the thermodynamic
stability of 2D layers paired with a nonstoichiometric salt
and then show layer decoupling by analyzing electronic
structures. Salts are again chosen to lattice-match the 2D
layers for computational convenience: NbSe2 is paired with
Linþ1Cln and Bi2Se3 with Nanþ1Brn (details of the ground
state search in Supplemental Material [23]). In Fig. 4(a), the
formation energies of the two materials for n ¼ 0, 3, 6

are again each nearly independent of n, indicating that
complete charge transfer from the excess alkali dominates
salt-layer interaction, independent of n. This behavior also
reflects minimal lattice mismatch—e.g., if LiCl was
strained to achieve the lattice match, then formation
energies would increase with thicker salt layers due to
increasing strain energy (not shown here).
Direct gap.— The direct gaps unique to monolayer Mo

or W dichalcogenides could potentially be recovered in the
bulk through salted intercalation into a related electron-
deficient dichalcogenide. We consider NbSe2 þ Linþ1Cln,
where the electron deficiency of NbSe2 both drives
intercalation and makes the result isoelectronic to MoS2.
The band structures for n ¼ 0, 3, 6 in Fig. 4(b) transition
from indirect gap for Li1Cl0 (blue) to direct gaps in Li4Cl3
(red) and Li7Cl6 (yellow). This transition resembles the
well-known indirect-to-direct transition in MoS2 when
interlayer interaction is removed, i.e., the system maintains
isoelectronicity to MoS2 in the presence of salt. With
thicker salt layers, the indirect band edges (blue circles)
retreat outside the K point direct gap (red and yellow
circles), a behavior consistent with the increasing quantum
confinement and decreasing band repulsion known to cause
the indirect-to-direct transition in group-VIB transition
metal dichalcogenides [47].
Ising pairing.—Another property unique to monolayer

metals is 2D Ising superconductivity, in which the orbital
limit of the upper critical field is relieved [48], allowing
measurement of the paramagnetic limit, which is drasti-
cally increased by strong spin-orbit coupling in noncen-
trosymmetric monolayer NbSe2 [49]. Relieving the orbital
limit in bulk NbSe2 requires an out-of-plane coherence
length ξz smaller than the interlayer separation c, ξz <
c=

ffiffiffi

2
p

[48,50,51], which is equivalent to the interlayer
hopping being small compared to the superconducting gap
(i.e., ξz ¼ ℏvF=Δ≈ tinterc=πΔ< c=

ffiffiffi

2
p

→ tinter < Δπ=
ffiffiffi

2
p

,
where vF is the Fermi velocity, Δ the superconducting gap,
and tinter the interlayer coupling near the Fermi level).
TakingΔ ¼ 0.6 meV from bilayer NbSe2 (the thinnest case
for which a tunneling current could be detected in
Ref. [52]) yields tinter < 1.3 meV to achieve 2D behavior.
Finally, tinter in salt-intercalated NbSe2 is calculated as
the interlayer bonding-antibonding splitting (i.e., band
dispersion magnitude along kz on the K pocket) because
the superconducting response to magnetic fields in
NbSe2 is dominated by the K pocket Fermi surface [49].
In Fig. 4(c), we plot tinter as a function of the Fermi wave
vector kF along Γ − K. We use the Linþ1Cln calculation for
this purpose, since the kz bandwidths should be similar to
those of a less-doped metallic case. kF depends on the
degree of charge transfer from the salt, and is confined
within the left boundary (NbSe2 fully compensated by
lattice-matching salt) and the right boundary of the blue
box (NbSe2 lightly doped by large-lattice-constant salt,
estimated from the Fermi surface of pristine NbSe2). Thus

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

FIG. 4. (a) Formation energy for NbSe2 and Bi2Se3 intercalated
by salt with excess alkali. (b) Band structure of NbSe2 þ Linþ1Cln
showing an indirect-to-direct transition (band edges in blue circles
and red circles) when the intercalating salt becomes thicker than
Li4Cl3. (c) Interlayer coupling in salt-intercalated NbSe2 as kF
varies along the Γ-K direction. The gray horizontal line indicates
the estimated upper limit of interlayer coupling that allows for Ising
pairing. (d) Band structure of Bi2Se3 þ Nanþ1Brn, showing that
the high Fermi velocity in the conduction band at Γ known to
monolayer Bi2Se3 (black) is preserved in intercalated Bi2Se3
(colored). The blue region indicates the band dispersionmagnitude
in the out-of-plane direction for bulk Bi2Se3.
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we find that tinter < 1.3 meV is achieved near n ¼ 2 and 3,
where the NbSe2 separations are 12–15 Å. This result is
consistent with large in-plane upper critical fields seen in
the misfit layered compound ðLaSeÞ1.14ðNbSe2Þ1;2, where
NbSe2 layers are also separated at 12 Å and may be
electronically decoupled [53].
Thermoelectrics.—For Bi2Se3, separating monolayers

does not help in preserving bulk topological order (unlike
intercalating monovalent metals [54]), but could be useful
for thermoelectrics. A challenge in achieving high thermo-
electric figure of merit ZT is maximizing the thermopower
(Seeback coefficient) and electrical conductivity suffers a
trade-off between these two quantities. This trade-off can
be overcome by confining (relative to the thermal de
Broglie wavelength [55]) materials to two or one dimen-
sions, following Hick-Dresselhaus theory [56,57]. High ZT
has thus been predicted or realized in monolayer Bi2Se3
[58], PbTe quantum wells [59,60], and bulk materials with
highly anisotropic 2D-like band dispersions [61–63]. The
large ZT in Bi2Se3 may not be entirely due to the Hick-
Dresselhaus mechanism (since it assumes that bulk elec-
tronic structure persists in lower dimensions along the
unconfined dimensions [64]), but the reverse process of
assembling 2D Bi2Se3 into a quasi-2D intercalated 3D
Bi2Se3 is easier to consider: given that a large ZT is known
experimentally for n-type monolayer Bi2Se3, an interca-
lated 3D Bi2Se3 would retain a large ZT, provided that
conduction band characteristics (e.g., large Fermi velocity
and 2D-like density of states) remain after intercalation. In
Fig. 4(d) we show that, after salt intercalation, the con-
duction band electronic structure of monolayer Bi2Se3
(black) is mostly preserved after Nanþ1Brn intercalation
for n > 3 (red). The blue window indicates the magnitude
of band dispersion along kz in bulk Bi2Se3, 0.3 eV. By
contrast, dispersion along kz is negligible for Na4Br3 and
Na7Br6, at 7 and 0.3 meV, respectively, and so would yield
2D-like band-edge densities of states. Overall, this sug-
gests that intercalating 2D materials of high ZT may
provide a way to realize high-ZT thermoelectrics in 3D
bulk. Unlike the existing highly anisotropic materials
that require ultrahigh vacuum conditions to synthesize
[59,60], salt-intercalated Bi2Se3 may be synthesizable
at scale.
In sum, “salted” intercalation of diverse layered materi-

als may provide a general means to decouple 2D layers
en masse and thus obtain monolayerlike properties in
the bulk, while also converting semimetals like graphene
into potentially air-stable systems, and 2D metals into
semiconductors.
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